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By Jessie Sima

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In the tradition of Uni the Unicorn and Gaston, this heartwarming and adorable debut picture
book tells the story of a young unicorn who was born under the sea to a family of narwhals. Growing
up in the ocean, Kelp has always assumed that he was a narwhal like the rest of his family. Sure, he
s always been a little bit different--his tusk isn t as long, he s not as good of a swimmer, and he
really doesn t enjoy the cuisine. Then one night, an extra strong current sweeps Kelp to the surface,
where he spots a mysterious creature that looks just like him! Kelp discovers that he and the
creature are actually unicorns. The revelation leaves him torn: is he a land narwhal or a sea
unicorn? But perhaps, if Kelp is clever, he may find a way to have the best of both worlds. Told with
heartwarming illustrations and spare, sweet text, Jessie Sima s debut picture book is about fitting
in, standing out, and the all-encompassing love of family.
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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